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HOW TO FLOSS MERIDIANS

Use open hand, palm facing the body,
directly touching it or within two inches.

If you can't reach your hand along your
whole meridian, imagine the flow of
ener instead.

Always floss the meridian on both sides
of your body.

HOW ENERGY FLOSS
WORKS 

Your hand’s electromagnetic
energies influence the flow of
subtle energies along the
meridians like the Moon pulling
the tide.

ENERGY FLOSS SEQUENCE 
(see cards for details)

A: Tap on the door 
B: Open the window
C: floss Central Meridian
D: floss Governing Meridian
1st: floss your Priority Meridian
2-12: floss rest of Meridians IN ORDER
REPEAT your Priority Meridian 
REPEAT Central & Governing Meridians
finish 
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Personalise your Ener Floss sequence by identify a priority meridian to help remove energetic blocks
and speed up the healing of your unique symptoms. Use the information on the back of the cards 1-12
to help you identify your priority. You can use a different priority every time you do Ener Floss, or
the same one every time.

Always Ener Floss your meridians in the correct order starting with your priority
meridian and then following the numbers on the cards. The order is important because
each meridian is influenced by the meridian before it, and then influences the meridian
that follows it.

Look through cards 1-12 to
find the meridians for

YOUR teeth/gums that 
need help, put the rest aside 

Find the 'physical' parts on
your cards that resonate, put

the rest aside

Find the 'feelings' on your
cards that resonate, put the

rest aside 

Do you have
more than 
one card

left?

YES

NO

Do you have
more than 
one card

left?
YES

NO

The remaining card is your
priority meridian! 

It's the start of your
personalised Ener Floss
sequence so place all the other
cards in numerical order
following that one:

i.e. if your priority is Heart (2)
the next meridian is Small
Intestine (3). Spleen (1) will be
the last one before you repeat
Heart (2) again.

Find the time of day or
season when you need more
support, put the rest aside

Do you have
more than 
one card

left?
YES

NO

Close your eyes, take a breath
then pick one of your

remaining cards at random
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